Radiomic Analysis of the Instrumented Spinal Cord: A Post-Surgical Analysis of Degenerative Myelopathy and Acute Cord Injuries
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INTRODUCTION:
Spinal Cord Injuries (SCI) and Cervical Spondylotic Myelopathy (CSM) are major health concerns, with SCIs affecting approximately 200,000 individuals worldwide annually and CSM being the prevalent cause of spinal dysfunction in older adults. Diagnostic imaging plays a pivotal role in assessing these injuries. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is renowned for its exceptional tissue visualization and functional details of the spinal cord. Radiomics, which leverages image processing to derive metrics from standard images, has the potential to deepen tissue classification and improve diagnosis. However, post-surgical MRI images can have artifacts due to metallic hardware used in treatments like spinal fusion. This exploratory feasibility study seeks to develop pathology-specific diagnostic models using radiomic metrics of the damaged spinal cord in the immediate vicinity of fusion hardware using metal-artifact suppressed MRI.

METHODS:
Study Cohorts: The study evaluated 40 CSM patients’ post-surgical decompression with metal spinal hardware, 12 sub-acute SCI subjects’ post-surgery, and 50 controls, all above 18 years of age. All subjects provided written consent to an approved IRB protocol. Both CSM and SCI subjects had recent surgeries requiring metallic fusion stabilization hardware implantation. MRI Acquisition: Data was collected using a GE Signa Premier 3T scanner, capturing both T1 and T2-weighted 3D-MSI images. These images had an isotropic resolution of 1.2mm. Radiomic feature extraction: The algorithm initiated spinal cord segmentation in axial images using a semi-automatic method based on the open-source Spinal Cord Toolbox (SCT) [1], as detailed by Koch et al. [2]. First and second-order radiomics [3] were computed from axial cord segmentation sections after applying seven filters: wavelet, square, square root, logarithm, exponential, gradient, and local binary pattern. This process resulted in 1374 features per contrast per axial cord section. Classification targets: Using radiomics features, we assessed the differentiation between Control, CSM, and SCI groups. In the SCI category, we examined tissue characteristics relative to the injury site and grouped patients by their ASIA score into non-severe (A, B) and severe (C, D) categories. We further explored the radiomics’ capacity to distinguish these categories. For the CSM group, we categorized those as instrumented, adjacent to hardware, or norma.

RESULTS:
Figure 1 shows sample T1 and T2 weighted MRI images and the corresponding segmentation of an instrumented cord of an SCI and a CSM patient. Table 1 provides the modeling results. Performance against binary classification targets (2 categories) was highly successful for all tested models, with testing AUC values over 0.9 (i.e., severe SCI injury, CSM instrumented/adjacent segments, etc.). Multi-class modeling was less effective with higher classification errors. The best multi-class models was achieved in classifying control, SCI, and CSM cord tissues (class error of 0.15). The Gradient Boosting Model (GBM), XGBoost, and deep-learning grid (DLg) modeling approaches were the best performers. 

DISCUSSION:
This preliminary study has demonstrated the potential benefits of combining radiomics with machine learning in spinal cord diagnostics. Though strong performance was noted in cases of binary classifications, there was a marked increase in error rates during more complex, multinomial categorizations. This highlights two critical future needs: refining models for more complex cord tissue classifications and expanding the dataset to enhance accuracy.

SIGNIFICANCE/CLINICAL RELEVANCE:
The combination of radiomics feature generation and machine learning is helpful in researching and potentially categorizing spinal cord disorders, especially in post-surgical contexts. This enhanced diagnostic approach surpasses traditional MRI limitations, enabling a deeper understanding of spinal cord tissue characteristics, even amidst potential metallic hardware artifacts often used to treat spinal cord disorders. Expanding this capability could unlock tailored therapeutic strategies and monitoring of cord health.
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